
Captured the Stripped: Unveiling the Secrets
Behind the Iconic Symbol of American
Industrialism

The stripped screw, an unassuming yet ubiquitous object, has become an
iconic symbol of American industrialism. Captured within a cube of
translucent resin, the stripped screw takes on a new life, becoming a
poignant artifact that speaks volumes about the history of manufacturing,
consumerism, and waste. In this comprehensive article, we will delve into
the captivating narrative behind Captured the Stripped, exploring its
genesis, significance, and the thought-provoking messages it conveys.
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The Genesis: A Collaboration of Art and Engineering

In 2019, renowned artist and sculptor, Brock Davis, embarked on a unique
collaboration with Greg Huntoon, a skilled mechanical engineer. Together,
they sought to create an artwork that would embody the intersection of art,
industry, and sustainability. Armed with shared ideals and a passion for
experimentation, they meticulously selected a stripped screw as their
central subject.

The stripped screw, often dismissed as a discarded nuisance, was elevated
to the status of an artistic artifact. Encased within clear resin, it became an
object of contemplation, inviting viewers to question the intrinsic value we
place on everyday objects. The transparency of the resin allowed the
intricate details of the screw's damaged threads to be fully appreciated,
revealing the consequences of wear, tear, and misuse.

Stripped Symbolism: A Reflection of American Industrialism

The stripped screw carries immense symbolic weight, mirroring the
trajectory of American industrialism. Throughout the 20th century, the rapid
expansion of manufacturing led to an abundance of goods, often
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characterized by planned obsolescence. Disposable products became the
norm, resulting in vast quantities of waste and a diminished appreciation for
longevity and craftsmanship.

The stripped screw, once a vital component in countless products, became
a victim of this disposable culture. Its damaged threads, a testament to
excessive use and abuse, serve as a reminder of the environmental and
economic consequences of unchecked consumption. By capturing the
stripped screw in resin, Davis and Huntoon preserve its significance as a
symbol of our industrial past and present.

Artistic Interpretation: A Dialogue on Value and Sustainability

As an art object, Captured the Stripped prompts viewers to question
conventional notions of value and beauty. The stripped screw, typically
regarded as a discarded item, is imbued with new meaning within the
context of art. Its imperfections and imperfections become sources of
intrigue, challenging our preconceived notions about what constitutes a
worthy subject for artistic exploration.

Moreover, Captured the Stripped sparks important conversations about
sustainability. By elevating a discarded object to the realm of art, it
highlights the need to rethink our relationship with material possessions.
The work encourages us to consider the environmental impact of our
consumption habits and to embrace a culture of repair and reuse.

Legacy and Impact: A Thought-Provoking Artifact

Captured the Stripped has garnered widespread recognition for its unique
blend of artistry and social commentary. It has been featured in prestigious
exhibitions, including the Smithsonian's Cooper-Hewitt National Design



Museum and the Corning Museum of Glass. Its enduring significance lies in
its ability to provoke thought and inspire dialogue about critical issues
affecting our society.

Beyond the walls of exhibition spaces, Captured the Stripped has
resonated with audiences worldwide. Its powerful imagery has been used
in educational campaigns, promoting conversations about industrial waste,
sustainable design, and the importance of preserving our shared heritage.
The work has inspired countless individuals to reconsider their
consumption patterns and to embrace a more mindful approach to material
possessions.

Captured the Stripped, a captivating artwork born from the collaboration of
art and engineering, has emerged as a potent symbol of American
industrialism. Encased in translucent resin, the stripped screw invites us to
contemplate the history of manufacturing, consumerism, and waste. It
challenges conventional notions of value and beauty while inspiring
dialogue about sustainability. As a thought-provoking artifact, Captured the
Stripped continues to spark important conversations, fostering a greater
appreciation for longevity, craftsmanship, and the preservation of our
shared heritage.
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